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Joel Greenberg is finally sentenced to 11 years. Maximum of the range asked by

DOJ. He has been cooperating with DOJ on Matt Gaetz rape investigation for 18

months. Joel has identified 27 individuals (incl Gaetz) committing crimes. 5 have

been charged so far (2 convicted)

The Judge HATED the delay. But because of so many criminals being caught, DOJ kept asking for the extra time. Is now

done

There was a gang of 6 rapists with Gaetz & Greenberg. Another rapist Joe Ellicott has ALSO FLIPPED and testified against

Gaetz. Matt asked Trump for pardon
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There was bullshit bogus story that somehow DOJ would not charge Matt Gaetz. That was PLANTED BY GAETZ'S

attorneys to enable Matt to be re-elected. If you saw that story - it is as fake as Trump's tan. Gaetz will be arrested, very

soon now

He faces 20 years MANDATORY MINIMUM

This is FEDERAL case. Florida's Governor Death Santis cannot pardon Matt. And yes... 20 years mandatory minium. Case

is by judge who threw book at Greenberg and hates rapist creeps

Greenberg ALSO identifed 10 Republicans in ELECTION FRAUD



But Gaetz rape gang was just six sick men, including Gaetz, Greenberg & Ellicott.

Greenberg identified EIGHT sex criminals. So in addition to himself, Gaetz & Ellicott, there are SIX MORE that FBI now

know and are investigating

Is one of them... Tucker Carlson? Is he fuckered?

To all in this Thread: 

 

THANK YOU! 

 

You've retweeted this Thread so broadly, that it has been read by over 380,000 people on Twitter. That is twice my TOTAL



reach. We have helped spread the news about the legal trouble in Matt Gaetz's world, and the Republicans 

 

THANK YOU
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